MESSAGES FROM THE ELOHIEM
Channelled by Gailelaine (Angeleyes)
Welcome to this auspicious time in the universe.
You all thought you were helping earth birth but by embodying
the light that comes into your atmosphere you are working for an
evolutionary change within the universe, expansion through the
nothingness is happening, expanding, changing and evolving,
some matter takes millions of your years.
The atoms within your own solar system have been enhanced to
embody the vibrations of love,….as within this vibration is
expansion of bliss, as you name it.
Your innerselves have been transmitting information back to
your place of decent into earths atmosphere, for as the higher
realms have learned of your human life this has been a time of
renewing connections. To your star light.
You were all crafted by the light in different degrees, all
programmed, but this is an earth word which undermines the
importance of your souls journey. You were crafted for different
tasks, your animal incarnation was important for the
information we received.
We give each one of you, which was your choice, different life
cycles, under water on land and flying through the thermals, all
have been animals and so you then became humans.
Each incarnation has been learning’s and teachings for the next.
You have always been held in the light whilst these lives were
acted out.
We watched as you have felt your way through each life cycle
We now have an enormous amount of light for earth’s progress.
You have a main understanding of light vibrations and different
frequencies as we have released energies that have sifted through
you and realized new feelings that run through your earthly
bodies that house you, unlocking your soul’s nature.
Each one of you is earth incarnate; each earthly body is made
from the same elements as earth. As each one of you grows to the
stage of your dying, your soul is, as a seed jettisons forward with

enormous knowledge, together with earthy knowledge and soul
knowledge you come back into the collective vibration of love,
which is a million times stronger than it is in earth life.
Your task is to lift earth in a love vibration, as each one of you
becomes lighter in frequencies, love then can take an enormous
hold on all around you so creating an energy field of lightness,
brightness and peace thus bringing in new colours and
information of love.
There are also planets that are not visible to the earthly eye, which
you affect with your emotions. The more joy you feel, the more they
become visible, and as you take in the light and enter the dream
time, the more love floats into your souls, so giving you clarity of
your flowing beauty.
We the Elohiem have guided many and prepared many for the
evolutionary step in this time, in the great turning tides of energy
that floats within your life span, all are now being prepared for
the reverse of the great fall that occurred eons ago. Breathe in my
light and hold fast as you are all loved and kept in the light
shower of frequencies that are descending into your atmosphere at
this time, and the next year. You are now being bathed in a cloak
of remembrance of an accumulation of your different
incarnations. You were the seas, streams and lakes that entered
earth, you know water as you have been water, so leaned of the
motion stillness and flow. The tide is now turning and your inner
self knows how your colours change moment by moment helping to
enhance your coded selves, you have been only colour drifting in
unison with breath before this universe began. You have all
knowledge written within your DNA as you floated through the
universe, you gathered all information for the journey you
undertook.
You lived as crystals on different universes, crystals hold memories
of love, some of you chose to live within planets of crystal,
collecting and imparting of the knowledge and wisdom which
you as crystals had embodied.
A thousand souls at a time lived within a tree to embody energies
and truth of life as a tree. As well as water, trees, and colour you
have been rocks, mountains, flowers, air, clouds - all that exists
and so in your dream times you become one with all, as you are
encoded within, the knowledge of all.

And so the knowledge enhanced your creativeness to create for
earth life.
Subtle frequencies of love drift gently in the breeze dropping
through the senses and entering soul’s graces. Refreshing and
renewing the call of wonderment and devotion to the aliveness of
the universal knowledge.
Breathe me in; feel my essence as the deepness of loves peace flows
deeper into Gods presence within.
I AM your breath, I AM your heart, I AM life and I AM forever,
flowing, renewing and giving joy from the centre of life.
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